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The Math of Chemistry

The Make-up of Atoms I:
Protons, Electrons & Neutrons

Instructor: Patricio Angulo



The History & Make-Up of Atoms

Atoms
Atoms are the basic building blocks for all objects in universe, and all elements discovered (or made) are made of different 
atoms (by elements, I mean “Carbon”, Helium”, Aluminum”, etc.) The atom was originally thought to be smallest particle 
around, but then, discoveries of sub-atomic particles were made! We have:

1. Proton (+) = Defines the element!, positively charged, mass = 1.7 × 10-27 kilograms
2. Electron (-) = negatively charged, mass = 9.1 × 10-31 kilograms
3. Neutron = no charge, same mass as proton

Math Problem!
The electron’s mass is considered negligible relative to the proton. Why?
Show with examples or a proof.

Atom Make-up
Protons & Neutron = exist in nucleus
Electron = exist outside of the nucleus (more on this later)



The Periodic Table 

Elements are organized into the Periodic Table of Elements. They are organized into columns by their similarities in chemical 
properties:



For each element, we can directly relate the amount of protons, electrons and neutrons that exist. 
But first, we need to learn some terms!

Symbol of Element
1 or 2 letter abbreviation for each element

Mass Number
• Not always a whole number (more on this later!)
• #protons + #neutrons

Atomic Number
#protons (defines the element!)

Thus,

# of protons = atomic number (defines the element!)
# of electrons = # of protons (if neutral)
# of neutrons = Mass Number - Atomic number



Math Problem!

Using the provided periodic 
table, calculate the number 
of protons, electrons, and 
neutrons for each of the 
following:

1. Fluorine (F)
2. Iron (Fe)
3. Charged Oxygen (O-2)
4. Chlorine (Cl)



Solutions
Fluorine (F)

Iron (Fe)

Charged Oxygen (O-2)

Chlorine (Cl)

Is their more than one answer possible for #3? Why or Why not?

What do you notice about Chlorine?



The Truth About The Atomic Mass Number!

Many elements occur naturally in different varieties. As we saw with problem 3, electrons may be added or taken away to 
create charged elements called ions (positively charged = cations; negatively charged = anions).

But we can also vary the number of neutrons in the nucleus while NOT changing the number of protons (why is this?). This 
creates the same element with different masses and thus different atomic mass numbers. These are referred to as isotopes 
of an element.

Isotopes = Different version of the same element. They are found in nature in specified %’s (done so experimentally).

For example:

C-12 = Carbon 12 features 6 protons + 6 neutrons in its nucleus; It’s Percentage Abundance is 98.90%
C-13 = Carbon 13 features 6 protons + 7 neutrons in its nucleus; It’s Percentage Abundance is 1.10%

Carbon’s listed and PT table mass is 12.011. How did that number get calculated?



Via Weighted Average Calculations!

(Mass of X isotope x % abundance) + (Mass of Y isotope x % abundance) +  .  .  .  .  = avg mass (also referred to as amu)

Math Problems!

1) Set-up the equation to calculate the average atomic mass of Nitrogen (N) based on the information given:

2) The final grade for “Math Taught the Right Way (MTRW)” is calculated via weighted averages. What is final grade if the
following were true?

Isotope Mass % Abundance

N-14 14.003074 99.63%

N-15 15.000108 0.37%

Homework Attendance Final

20% of grade 20% of grade 60% of grade

800 points out of 1000 
total points available

16 classes attended out 
of 20 classes given

90% on test



Answers!

1)

2)
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